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Abstract

Sediment dynamics were investigated in Lake Maggiore, Italy, with field observations from October to

mid-December 2012. Three moorings were deployed in Pallanza Bay, a small embayment on the western side

of the lake near the Toce River inflow, to measure temperature and currents throughout the water column

and suspended sediment concentration (SSC) was estimated with acoustic instrumentation. River intrusions

are shown to dominate observed SSC, although a small amount of sediment resuspension was observed at

the site of the shallowest mooring during a large wind event that produced strong upwelling of the thermo-

cline followed by downwelling. Although vertical turbulent sediment flux is typically assumed to indicate

resuspension and the upward transport of sediment (w’c’ > 0), downward turbulent sediment flux was

observed (w’c’ < 0) near the bed during the largest observed intrusion event. The downward turbulent sedi-

ment flux significantly contributes to net deposition rates, which are one order of magnitude larger than

rates of erosion measured during the two major events observed. Horizontal transport of sediment occurs in

vertically confined layers due to buoyancy-driven intrusions. Beneath the intrusions, sediment settles out of

the water column at settling rates that appear to be constant with depth based on acoustic Doppler current

profiler backscatter measurements. The effective settling velocities needed to produce the observed vertical

transport of SSC during an inflow intrusion are one order of magnitude larger than those due to the Stokes

settling velocity (ws) alone. Particle flocculation and possible convective instabilities may play a role in gener-

ating the large observed effective settling rates.

Suspended sediment concentration (SSC) can significantly

affect the ecological health and function of lakes and reser-

voirs. Sediment can regulate primary production by limiting

light availability and also by acting as a source of nutrients

(Schallenberg and Burns 2004). High sediment concentra-

tions in a lake or reservoir can lead to poor water quality

from high turbidity levels as well as decreased basin volume

through sedimentation (Morris et al. 2008). The fate of sus-

pended sediments can control the distribution of persistent

organic contaminants and can also affect the availability of

these pollutants to aquatic species (Schoellhamer et al.

2007). Lakes and reservoirs can act as sinks for many

sediment-bound contaminants that can accumulate and del-

eteriously affect aquatic ecosystems (Mariani et al. 2008).

Additionally, clean sediment inputs to the system can poten-

tially lead to natural recovery of certain sediment-bound pol-

lutants. Understanding the mechanisms governing sediment

transport and the relative rates of sediment processes such as

deposition, erosion, and settling can be key to understand-

ing how a lacustrine ecosystem will be impacted.

River inflows are often the dominant source of nutrients,

sediments, and contaminants into a lake or reservoir; thus,

the fate of these river-borne constituents depends on the

hydrodynamics of the river plume as it enters the lake or res-

ervoir (Rueda and MacIntyre 2010). A river flowing into a

body of water will lead to an overflow that propagates along

the surface if the river water is less dense than the ambient

lake water, or, if it is more dense, the river water will plunge

beneath the surface as an underflow (Alavian et al. 1992). If

the plume reaches a depth of neutral buoyancy, it will

intrude into the water column, forming an inflow intrusion.

The depth and the vertical extent of the intrusion are

dependent on the initial density of the river inflow, the

ambient stratification, and the amount of mixing between

water masses (Alavian et al. 1992). A laterally bounded or

approximately two-dimensional (2D), buoyancy-driven intru-

sion of thickness h will propagate at its depth of neutral

buoyancy with a speed roughly equal to U � 0:2Nh (Manins

1976; Ford and Johnson 1983), where the average buoyancy

frequency across the intrusion is given by N5ðgDq=qohÞ1=2,

where q0 5 1000 kg m23 is the reference density of water and

Dq is the density difference across the intrusion. In a large

lake, rotation will influence the trajectory of the plume and*Correspondence: kscheu@stanford.edu
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can also act to laterally confine the plume against a bound-

ary. In this case, the width of the plume in the lateral direc-

tion is given approximately by b � ðQN=f 2Þ1=3, where Q is

the volume flow rate of the intrusion and f is the Coriolis

frequency (Imberger and Hamblin 1982).

A growing body of research has investigated the complex

mixing and hydrodynamics of sediment-laden river inflows

in the near field. However, the ultimate fate of suspended

sediment from an inflow intrusion in the far field has

received limited attention. The vast majority of research

investigating the fate of sediments from an intrusion has

focused on numerical modeling with limited observations

for model validation (DeCesare et al. 2006; Umeda et al.

2006; Chung et al. 2009). This is largely due to the difficulty

in measuring sediment concentration as well as the intermit-

tent nature of inflow intrusions. Furthermore, long time

records are required to investigate the timing of sediment

delivery and the eventual rates of deposition from an intru-

sion. Observations of sediment laden intrusions have largely

been conducted with transects along the length of the

plume that provide a snapshot in time (Best et al. 2005;

Vidal et al. 2012). A small number of studies have been con-

ducted with moored observations (Chikita 1990; DeCesare

et al. 2006). These are limited in spatial extent but allow for

investigation of the time dependence of sediment delivery.

Although river inflows are often the dominant source of

sediment to a lake or reservoir, sediment and its constituents

can be reintroduced to the water column through sediment

resuspension with subsequent redistribution in a system.

Sediment erosion and resuspension are initiated due to shear

stress exerted on the bed by the flow. More specifically,

resuspension occurs when the bed shear stress, sb, exceeds

the critical bed shear stress, scrit, which is assumed to be a

property of the bed material and depends on factors includ-

ing sediment particle size, bed consolidation, and physio-

chemical properties (Winterwerp and van Kesteren 2004).

The bed shear stress can be estimated in field observations

with measurements of the near-bed Reynolds stress (Trow-

bridge et al. 1999). Sediment resuspension has been

neglected in prior studies of Lake Maggiore although no

direct near-bed measurements have been made (Callieri

1997). The largest bottom shear stresses, and therefore, the

most likely locations of sediment resuspension, have been

shown to occur where the oscillating thermocline intersects

the bottom of the lake (M€unnich et al. 1992; Gloor et al.

1994; Lorke 2007), which is typically around 20-40 m in

Lake Maggiore. Therefore, internal interface motions have

the potential to resuspend sediment around the depth of the

thermocline and transport it into the lake interior. We show

that this mechanism is negligible when compared to sedi-

ment delivered by river inflows.

The objective of the work presented here is to investigate

the dominant mechanisms governing sediment transport in

a large alpine lake near a river inflow. The observations are

made over a relatively long time period of two and one half

months with moored instrumentation measuring velocity

and temperature throughout the water column. Adjusted

acoustic backscatter measurements are used as a proxy for

SSC throughout the water column during the record and

near-bed SSC and turbulent sediment flux measurements are

obtained with a laboratory calibration (methods discussed in

detail below). Near-bed rates of both sediment resuspension

and deposition are derived from vertical turbulent sediment

flux measurements. Additionally, the moored instrumenta-

tion provided observations of horizontal sediment transport

rates arising from inflow intrusions between two sites as well

as observations of the effective rate of sediment settling

through the water column below an intrusion.

The content of the article focuses on measurements

made during two dominant events, which we refer to as

Events I and II. Event I was a wind event that generated

thermocline displacement and sediment resuspension. The

physics of this event are verified qualitatively with the

three-dimensional (3D) hydrodynamic model. Event II was

a large inflow intrusion that generated elevated SSC meas-

urements throughout the water column. During the inflow

intrusion, the near-bed vertical turbulent sediment flux

contributes to net deposition due to the shape of the sedi-

ment concentration profile near the bed. We show that

river intrusions are the primary source of observed SSC over

the deployment and compare the rates of resuspension and

deposition during the two events. Additionally, the rate of

horizontal sediment transport between two sites is shown

to compare well with 2D intrusion velocity scaling and the

effective rate of observed sediment settling from an inflow

intrusion was an order of magnitude larger than the

expected Stokes particle settling.

Methods

Study site overview

A field study was conducted in Lake Maggiore, Italy with

measurements concentrated in Pallanza Bay (Fig. 1). Pallanza

Bay is characterized by very steep slopes on its northern and

southern boundaries with a more gradual slope in the center

of the bay, which plateaus at a depth of approximately 120 m

and then rapidly deepens where the bay connects to Lake

Maggiore. The hydrodynamics in the bay are forced by river

inflows, winds, and seasonal heating and cooling. The river

inflow from the Toce River (shown in Fig. 1) is driven by

snowmelt in the spring and by storms in the fall and is also

influenced by hydropower dams and reservoirs more than

100 km upstream. The winds are generally oriented along the

main axis of the lake and are typically from the northwest or

southeast in Pallanza Bay. The lake dynamics are seasonally

dependent with strong temperature gradients during the

summer and fall due to heating of surface waters, with mix-

ing and cooling of the surface waters during the winter.
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The average sedimentation rate in Pallanza Bay is approxi-

mately 3–10 mm annually with the highest sedimentation

rates occurring near the river mouth (Marchetto et al. 2004).

Over one hundred cores have been taken throughout the

bay and have shown that the bed is composed of silts and

clays with the exception of some small fractions of sand

near the Toce River mouth at<2 m depth (Jones 2012). A

medium-sized silt with grain diameter of 0.016 mm has a

Stokes settling velocity of 1.4 3 1024 m s21 and a medium-

sized clay sediment particle with a diameter of 0.002 mm

has a settling velocity of 2 3 1026 m s21. Therefore, the

Stokes settling velocity of a single sediment particle in Pal-

lanza Bay away from the immediate river mouth is expected

to be relatively small and on the order of Oð102421026Þ m

s21. The minimum critical shear stress required to resuspend

sediment in Pallanza Bay was found to be approximately 0.1

Pa (or a Reynolds stress of 1 3 1024 m2 s22, assuming a

water density of q 5 1000 kg m23) based on Sedflume analy-

sis of cores throughout the bay (Jones 2012).

Instrumentation

The data used in this study was collected during a field

campaign from 05 October 2012 to 15 December 2012. This

period was chosen to ensure that the lake was still strongly

stratified from summer heating to investigate the influence

of stratification as well as to capture large fall storm events

and corresponding river inflow dynamics that are expected

to be important for sediment transport and deposition. The

field study consisted of three moorings located in Pallanza

Bay at the sites indicated in Fig. 1. One site was on the shal-

lower, northern side of the bay at approximately 100 m

depth (site NP—North Pallanza); a second site was in the

deeper, southern side of the bay at approximately 115 m

depth (site SP—South Pallanza); and the last site was at the

western end of the bay near the river mouth at approxi-

mately 60 m depth (site RO—River Outlet). The site loca-

tions were constrained by fishing regulations that prevented

placement of the moorings further into the interior of the

bay. However, the chosen locations allowed for measure-

ment of along- and cross-bay variability.

Each mooring consisted of a frame that supported an

upward-facing Teledyne RDI acoustic Doppler current pro-

filer (ADCP) and two downward-facing Nortek acoustic

Doppler velocimeters (ADVs). A thermistor chain with five

meters vertical resolution was also deployed at each site. A

600 kHz ADCP with 10 s temporal resolution and four

meters vertical resolution was deployed at site RO (the shal-

lowest mooring site). A 300 kHz ADCP with 15 s temporal

resolution and eight meters vertical resolution was

deployed at both sites NP and SP. The 6 MHz ADVs sampled

in six-minute bursts at 1 Hz (the sampling rate was shown

to be sufficient to resolve the inertial dissipation range

down to the noise level of the ADV) every hour and meas-

ured at approximately 0.65 m and 0.35 m above the bed at

each mooring location. Meteorological data (wind speed

and direction, air temperature, rainfall, humidity, pressure,

and radiation) were measured on the northern side of the

bay (indicated by the gray rectangle in Fig. 1) and river

inflow was measured slightly upstream of the river mouth

at Candoglia river station (indicated by the gray triangle in

Fig. 1).

Suspended sediment transport

Owing to the dominance of fine-grained sediment (silts

and clays) flowing into Pallanza Bay, we assume that the

sediment transport is dominated by suspended sediment

load and bed-load transport is negligible. The governing

equation for SSC transport is obtained by decomposing the

concentration (c) into its time-averaged (�c) and fluctuating

parts (c
0
), c5�c1c’. Although the sediment dynamics and

hydrodynamics in Pallanza Bay are complex and 3D, we will

simplify the equation to focus on the SSC along a 2D tran-

sect that follows the trajectory of a typical sediment particle

as it exits the river and flows into the bay. In the 2D formu-

lation below, the cross flow advection and dispersion terms

have been neglected. This is generally a good approximation

for a river inflow, particularly if it is laterally confined (either

by physical boundaries or rotational effects), although lateral

spreading may be important in some phases of the develop-

ment of the river plume. If x is defined as the distance from

the river mouth and z is the distance from the free surface of

the bay (positive upward), the governing equation for SSC

along this transect can be approximated with

Lake Maggiore 

Toce River 

Mooring location 

Sediment surface sample 

River gauge station 

Meteorological station N 

10km 
Pallanza  

Bay 

SP 

NP RO 

2km 

A 

B 

0  

200  

Depth (m) 

Fig. 1. Bathymetry of Lake Maggiore with bathymetric contours plot-
ted every 10 m. Pallanza Bay is shown in the zoomed-in panel on the

right. The extents of the smaller panel are 45.87� to 45.94� N latitude
and 8.48� to 8.56� E longitude. Mooring sites RO (River Outlet), SP
(South Pallanza), and NP (North Pallanza) are indicated by black stars.

Also indicated are the locations of the sediment surface grab samples
(black circles), the meteorological station (gray square), and the river

stage station (gray triangle).
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where �u is the time-averaged horizontal velocity (positive

into the bay), �w is the time-averaged vertical velocity (posi-

tive upward), w0c0 is the vertical turbulent sediment flux, ws

is the Stokes settling velocity (ws>0), and K is the longitudi-

nal dispersion coefficient arising from along-axis plume

spreading (Bedford et al. 1987). The SSC as a function of

time can therefore be modified by along-axis spreading, gra-

dients in the horizontal advective flux per unit area of sedi-

ment, �u �c, and gradients in the vertical flux per unit area of

sediment, which are comprised of vertical advective flux,
�w �c, gravitational settling flux, ws�c, and vertical turbulent

sediment flux, w0c0 .

The vertical turbulent sediment flux (w0c0 ) measured near

the bed has been used widely to approximate sediment ero-

sion and can be measured directly with the ADVs used in

this study (Brennan et al. 2002; Voulgaris and Meyers 2004;

Yuan et al. 2008). When w0c0 > 0, positive concentration

fluctuations of sediment correspond to upward velocities

(w
0
> 0, c

0
> 0) or negative concentration fluctuations corre-

spond with downward velocities (w
0
< 0, c

0
< 0) generating a

net upward flux of sediment, indicating sediment resuspen-

sion when measured near the bed. The occurrence of sedi-

ment resuspension can be further verified by comparing the

critical bed Reynolds stress required for resuspension of Pal-

lanza Bay sediments with measured values of the near-bed

Reynolds stress (u0w0 ). In the work presented here, the Reyn-

olds stress and turbulent sediment fluxes were measured at

0.35 m and 0.65 m above the bed. We found that the meas-

urements of the Reynolds stress at both locations were

approximately equal to each other, suggesting a region of

near-constant stress near the bed. Therefore, we assume that

the stress at the bed is well approximated by stress measured

just above the bed. Similarly for the turbulent sediment

fluxes, the values measured just above the bed are roughly

constant at the two locations, and therefore, the measured

values are used to approximate the fluxes into or out of the

sediment bed (deposition or erosion). This method of esti-

mating bed erosion using near-bed measurements has been

widely used in literature (Brennan et al. 2002; Voulgaris and

Meyers 2004; Yuan et al. 2008). Time-averaged values (indi-

cated by the overbar) are averaged over the six-minute burst

interval of the ADV measurements and the fluctuating com-

ponents are deviations from the burst-averaged mean.

The vertical turbulent sediment flux, w0c0 , is typically

assumed to transport sediment upward through the water

column (van Rijn 1984) and numerous studies have assumed

a balance between upward turbulent sediment flux, w0c0 , and

downward gravitational sediment settling, ws�c (Kawanisi and

Yokosi 1997; Fugate and Friedrichs 2002; Brand et al. 2010).

This balance gives rise to the well-known Rouse profile in

which the peak in the SSC occurs at the bed and rapidly

decays away from the bed as a function of the shear velocity

and settling velocity. Assuming a balance between down-

ward settling and upward turbulent flux is useful because the

settling velocity can be estimated with quantities that can be

measured, i.e., ws5w’c’=�c. However, assuming such a balance

would produce meaningless settling velocities in the case of

sediment delivery from a river inflow intrusion. River inflow

intrusions result in an imbalance between the vertical turbu-

lent flux and downward settling, and thereby produce sedi-

ment concentration profiles that deviate from the Rouse

profile. For instance, the presence of a source of sediment

from an inflow intrusion yields a large horizontal flux of

sediment that produces higher SSC at the intrusion depth

than near the sediment bed. The near-bed concentration

profile therefore has the opposite sense (@�c=@z > 0) during

an intrusion event. The presence of turbulence will act to

mix out the gradient, suggesting that downward turbulent

sediment flux (w0c0 < 0) may be observed. In our study, the

downward turbulent sediment flux significantly contributes

to the total downward flux of sediment, such that the net

deposition near the bed is given by D5ws�c1w’c’ during large

inflow intrusion events.

Although horizontal advection and unsteadiness will typi-

cally incur an imbalance between the settling flux and verti-

cal turbulent flux of sediment during a river inflow event,

when the river inflow event ceases, horizontal advection

(�u50) and lateral spreading (K 5 0) become negligible. Fur-

thermore, vertical advection can be assumed to be very small

(�w � ws), although it may be significant in portions of the

water column, particularly at the river mouth, or in the pres-

ence of steep bottom slopes. Therefore, after the river intru-

sion event, the ensuing balance can be approximated by

@�c

@t
5
@

@z
ws�cð Þ2 @

@z
w’c’
� �

(2)

This equation implies that, after a river inflow intrusion

event, the SSC in the water column will respond predomi-

nantly to both vertical turbulent flux, which in itself

decreases in time as the turbulence from the intrusion

decays, and vertical gravitational settling.

Suspended sediment concentration from acoustic

instruments

We approximate SSC using the backscatter intensity from

the acoustic instruments used in the field experiment (ADVs

and ADCPs). The instruments operate by emitting acoustic

pulses that are scattered back toward receivers by particulates

in the water column, and the intensity of the backscattered

signal is proportional to the number of sediment particulates

in the water column. The backscatter intensity measured by

an ADV is a function of the product ka, where k is the acous-

tic wave number of the instrument and a is the particle

radius. When ka < 1, corresponding to a < 79 lm for a 6

MHz Nortek ADV (Voulgaris and Meyers 2004) and SSC < 1
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g L21, the acoustic backscatter signal, ABS, is related to SSC

with
log ðSSCÞ5c1ABS1c2 (3)

where c1 and c2 are empirically determined constants (Salehi

and Strom 2011). These constants are a function of proper-

ties of the sediment particles in suspension as well as the

particular instrument used and operational settings. There-

fore, the coefficients are valid for a particular sediment sam-

ple and for specific instrument settings. It should be noted

that the backscatter intensity is also dependent on the parti-

cle size distribution. Nevertheless, the validity and theory of

using an acoustic signal to calculate SSC has been well docu-

mented in the literature (Thorne and Hanes 2002; Ha et al.

2009; Salehi and Strom 2011) and has been widely used to

calculate SSC from observations (Kawanisi and Yokosi 1997;

Voulgaris and Meyers 2004; Brand et al. 2010). ADV back-

scatter intensity also gives a good approximation for cohe-

sive sediments when the concentrations are relatively

small,<1 g L21 (Maa and Kwon 2007; Ha et al. 2009; Salehi

and Strom 2011), a condition easily met during our study.

We calibrated ADV backscatter intensity data with SSC in

the laboratory to empirically determine the coefficients c1

and c2 in Eq. 3. The ideal method for calibration would be

with in situ water samples of SSC throughout the record.

However, this was not done because the moorings were pro-

hibitively deep, but instead we used a laboratory calibration

based on two sediment samples taken from Pallanza Bay.

The sediment samples were acquired with a clamshell sedi-

ment sampler and are from the upper 10 cm and 20 cm of

the sediment surface for samples A and B, respectively. Sam-

ple A was taken near the river mouth close to site RO and

sample B was taken from the deeper, northern section of Pal-

lanza Bay near site NP (see Fig. 1 for locations), and the sam-

ples were well mixed before the laboratory calibration. The

calibration curves for the two ADVs from site RO with the

two sediment samples are shown in Fig. 2, which shows that

the slope of the curves, c1, is largely dependent on the sedi-

ment sample. This may be due to grain size distributions,

particle densities or particle compositions that differ between

the two sediment samples. However, the offset, c2, is

dependent on the noise floor and is a unique parameter for

each particular ADV. The observed variability in slope and

offset with specific sediment samples and ADVs are consist-

ent with previous calibrations in the literature (Brand et al.

2010). In the following analysis, the coefficients used to

determine SSC at site RO were taken from the calibration

with sediment sample A. The coefficients used for site SP

were taken from calibration with sediment sample B. These

selections were based on the proximity of the sediment sam-

ples to the sites as well as the relative distance from the river

mouth (coarser grains are expected closer to the river

mouth). Sediment data from site NP will not be presented

because the backscatter signal throughout the record was

extremely small indicating that significant sediment concen-

trations were not observed in the water column at site NP.

Before the ADV backscatter data was converted to SSC,

the backscatter signal was processed to remove outliers. The

outliers were identified as data points in which the backscat-

ter from one of the beams differed by more than 3% from

the three-beam mean and where the mean was greater than

five standard deviations from the six-minute burst mean

(Brennan et al. 2002). The velocity data was processed using

an iterative adaptive Gaussian filter for each burst period

where values beyond three standard deviations from the

mean were removed, following manufacturer suggestions.

Using the coefficients determined in the laboratory calibra-

tions, the ADV measurements provided both burst averaged

Fig. 2. Calibration curves for the 6 MHz Nortek ADVs used at site RO with (a) sediment sample A and (b) sediment sample B.
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(time-averaged over the six-minute measurement bursts)

sediment concentrations, c, and turbulent sediment fluxes,

w0c0 , near the bed.

The ADCP backscatter intensity was also processed to

infer SSC profiles throughout the water column in terms of

adjusted ABS. The raw ADCP acoustic backscatter intensity

attenuates as a function of distance from the transducer

head due to water absorption and beam spreading (Deines

1999; Gartner 2004). The raw echo intensity recorded by the

ADCP, EI, was converted to an adjusted ABS using

ABS5SFðEI2ErÞ1BS1WA (4)

where Er is the reference level of the echo intensity and was

taken as the minimum recorded value of each beam, SF is a

beam specific scale factor (acquired from the manufacturer)

that converts the echo intensity in counts into dB, BS is a

beam spreading term, and WA is a water absorption term

(Gartner 2004). The acoustic absorption coefficient of water

is dependent on water temperature and was calculated as a

function of depth using interpolated values of the tempera-

ture measured by the thermistor chain. The ABS can then be

converted into SSC using the same equation used for the

ADVs (Eq. 3 above), where the coefficients are chosen to pro-

vide the best fit to directly measured values of SSC. There

were no direct measurements of SSC at the location of the

ADCP measurements and a laboratory calibration was not

feasible. However, the shape of the suspended sediment

curves and the timing of the peaks in concentration, rather

than the exact measured values of SSC, are the primary focus

of our discussion. Therefore, in what follows, the ABS data

measured by the ADCPs is used as a proxy for SSC in the

water column away from the bed.

Numerical modeling

A hydrodynamic model was used to help qualitatively

understand the physics of the observed wind Event I. The

model consisted of the 3D, unstructured-grid, hydrodynamic

SUNTANS model (Fringer et al. 2006) along with a sus-

pended sediment transport module and the Mellor-Yamada

2.5 turbulence closure scheme (Mellor and Yamada 1982). A

simulation of the entire Lake Maggiore consisted of an

unstructured grid with 50 m horizontal resolution in Pal-

lanza Bay, which becomes coarser and as large as 250 m in

the main lake. The grid had 40 vertical z-levels over the

depth with vertical stretching such that Dz 5 1.5 m near the

surface and Dz 5 30 m at the bottom of the lake at 370 m.

The model was hydrostatic and scalar advection of tempera-

ture and SSC was computed with a monotonic flux-limiting

scheme (Chua and Fringer 2011). The time step size was two

seconds (dictated by the stability of explicitly computed

internal gravity waves) and the background vertical and hor-

izontal diffusivities were set to 1023 m2 s21 and 1022 m2 s21,

respectively. A constant Coriolis parameter with f 5 1024 rad

s21 was used. The initial temperature structure in the lake

Fig. 3. Observations near the bed at site RO during event I. (a) Wind

forcing during the time period; (b) lines of constant temperature (iso-
therms) as a function of water depth and time with the shade of gray

indicating the temperature in �C; (c) the magnitude of the horizontal

velocity wherek u!k5ðu21v2Þ1=2; (d) magnitude of the shear stress where

k s!=qk5ðu’w’
2
1v’w’

2Þ1=2; (e) sediment flux (positive indicates sediment

moving upward into the water column); and (f) SSC with the dashed
line indicating the average SSC over the full record. The light gray line
in (c), (d), (e), and (f) indicates data from the lower ADV and the dark

gray line indicates data from the upper ADV.
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was based on measured temperature values taken just before

the simulated event occurred. Wind forcing alone was used

to simulate Event I and no river inflow or sediment model-

ing was included. In this article, we report only on the

results of the model at the observed mooring sites. Analysis

of the 3D results and SSC transport is left to a future study

that focuses on seasonal variability of the river plume.

Results

The hydrodynamics observed in the field record in Pal-

lanza Bay were characterized by intermittent strong events

flanked by relatively quiet periods. Over the field record, two

major events were observed and are discussed in depth

below. The first event (Event I) was a large wind event at the

end of October that generated a small amount of sediment

resuspension at Site RO. A large inflow event (Event II) was

observed at the end of November that formed an intrusion

and corresponded to the largest measured values of SSC

throughout the record.

Elevated shear stress and sediment resuspension during

Event I

Over the measurement period, upward sediment flux

(w0c0 > 0) indicating sediment resuspension occurred only

during Event I and at site RO, the shallowest site near the

river. The peak in upward sediment flux corresponded to a

large peak in the near-bed Reynolds stress that exceeded the

critical stress of 1 3 1024 m2 s22. Although elevated Reyn-

olds stresses were observed at sites SP and NP that peaked at

3 3 1025 m2 s22 and 1 3 1025 m2 s22, respectively, no sedi-

ment resuspension was observed at these sites because the

critical Reynolds stress was not exceeded.

During Event I, a large wind stress (Fig. 3a) was observed

that peaked on 27 October and corresponded to a gradual

elevation of the isotherms at site RO (Fig. 3b). The relaxation

of the wind coincides with a large depression of the iso-

therms as well as a peak in the magnitude of the horizontal

velocity (Fig. 3c), the magnitude of the near-bed shear stress

(Fig. 3d), and upward turbulent sediment flux (Fig. 3e), indi-

cating sediment resuspension. However, the elevated Reyn-

olds stress and upward sediment flux correspond to a very

small local increase in SSC (Fig. 3f). At sites SP and NP, 10-

20 m amplitude fluctuations in the isotherms were also

observed (not shown), although sediment resuspension did

not occur at these sites because they are significantly deeper

and therefore the currents induced by thermocline motion

are negligible at this depth.

The observations suggest that the large temperature fluc-

tuations and the large bottom shear stress in Pallanza Bay

during Event I are due to wind-driven upwelling followed by

relaxation and wind reversal. The strong northwesterly wind

forces the surface water in the direction of the wind, gener-

ating upwelling at the northwestern end of the bay. The

relaxation and slight reversal of the wind gives rise to

downwelling at the northwestern end of the bay due to the

inertia of the downwelling water as well as the reversed forc-

ing. The peak in Reynolds stress shown in Fig. 3d corre-

sponds to the relaxation and downwelling of the

thermocline as it travels past the site RO mooring during the

peak in observed horizontal bottom currents.

Numerical modeling of Event I

Although we have described the case of upwelling in a

simplified system, the actual dynamics are complex and may

be influenced by factors such as the shape of the lake, the

earth’s rotation, and real stratification. Therefore, to verify

the physics of the upwelling event, the SUNTANS model as

described above was used to simulate Event I. An idealized

version of the observed wind speed was used to force the

model. The idealized wind peaked at 20 m s21 toward the

east-southeast and persisted for approximately 12 h followed

by a 10 m s21 peak in wind speed directed toward the west-

northwest (Fig. 4a). Wind speeds used to force the model

were stronger than observed wind speeds because winds are

expected to be stronger over the body of the lake than at the

base of the mountains where the meteorological station was

positioned (Shimizu et al. 2007). The simulated isotherms

Fig. 4. Modeling results of event I. (a) Wind speed along the main axis
of Pallanza Bay with positive indicating a wind toward 110�N; (b) iso-

therms as a function of depth and time at the approximate location of
site RO (similar output to measured results shown in Fig. 3b); and (c)
modeled magnitude of the bed shear stress at site RO.
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from the event are shown in Fig. 4b at the approximate loca-

tion of site RO. The model response of the isotherms is qual-

itatively similar to the measured response shown in Fig. 3b.

Upwelling is first observed and then, due to inertia and the

reversed wind forcing, downwelling occurs such that the iso-

therms propagate past the site RO mooring. The peak in the

modeled bottom stress (Fig. 4c) occurs as the isotherms

move past the mooring, similar to the observed Reynolds

stress (Fig. 3c).

The measurements and model results suggest that wind

forcing can generate significant displacement of the thermo-

cline. Yet, more importantly, it is the subsequent downwel-

ling and the propagation of the thermocline past the

mooring during the wind relaxation and reversal that gener-

ates elevated bottom currents and associated large shear

stresses. This is consistent with previous investigations that

have shown that the largest bottom shear stresses occur

where the oscillating thermocline intersects the lake bottom

(M€unnich et al. 1992; Gloor et al. 1994; Lorke 2007). The

oscillation of the thermocline generates larger velocities and

bottom currents near the depth of the thermocline. At site

SP and NP, there is a slight increase in Reynolds stress due to

the larger currents generated by downwelling of the thermo-

cline. However, these sites do not experience an upward

sediment flux or sediment resuspension because they are

much deeper than the thermocline depth (and site RO) and

the near-bed currents are not strong enough to resuspend

sediment.

River inflow intrusion (event II)

Three inflow intrusions were observed over the deploy-

ment period during which the maximum observed velocities

occurred in the middle of the water column at sites RO and

SP, which is in contrast to wind-driven currents where veloc-

ity maxima occur at the surface. These river inflow intrusion

events also coincided with large peaks in SSC throughout

the water column. Data from both the ADCP and ADVs at

site NP are not shown because velocity and SSC are small (in

the noise) during the time period, suggesting that the river

intrusion does not reach this mooring. Therefore, the follow-

ing will focus on data from sites RO and SP.

Event II occurred between 27 November 2012 and 01

December 2012 and was the largest of the three river inflow

events with the flow rate peaking at approximately 300 m3

s21 (Fig. 5a). The observed velocities at both sites RO and SP

were rotated using a principle component analysis in which

the angle of rotation, h, was computed clockwise relative to

East for the four-day event. The principle axis of the flow at

sites RO and SP is in the direction of river inflow and is

roughly aligned with the main axis of the bay. Positive cur-

rents are defined as directed to the southeast. The along-axis

velocity at site RO (Fig. 5b) exhibits a strong peak in the

middle of the water column around 30 m depth, indicating

an inflow intrusion. There is some cross-axis flow at site RO

Fig. 5. Observations of velocity and ABS at sites RO and SP during
event II. The velocity has been rotated by an angle h from Northing and

Easting components into principle axis components in which the along-
axis component indicates the primary axis. The panels show (a) meas-
ured Toce River inflow, (b) along- and (c) cross-axis velocity at site RO

rotated clockwise by h 5 59�, (e) along- (f) and cross-axis velocity at site
SP rotated clockwise by h 5 40�, and ABS as a proxy for sediment con-

centration at sites RO (d) and SP (g). The dark gray lines indicate the
approximate vertical extent of the intrusions where the magnitude of
the AX current is 0.015 m s21.
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(Fig. 5c) at the surface, that is, likely due to wind forcing,

although this has a weak impact on the intruding sediment

dynamics. The along-axis velocity at site SP (Fig. 5e) also has

a strong peak in velocity around 30 m depth with little

cross-axis velocity (Fig. 5f). Large peaks in SSC (using ABS as

a proxy) are observed at both sites RO and SP (Fig. 5d,g,

respectively) although they occur slightly lower in the water

column than the peaks in velocity. These measurements

indicate that sediment from the river plume first passes by

site RO before continuing on to site SP. The SSC decreases

along this path owing to detrainment and vertical settling of

sediment from the intrusion and possibly due to lateral dis-

persion of the plume. The dark gray lines in Fig. 5 indicate

the approximate vertical extent of the inflow intrusion and

are defined as the ADCP bin depth at which the along-axis

velocity measurements are equal to 0.015 m s21 at both sites

RO (Fig. 5b,d) and SP (Fig. 5e,g).

Vertical profiles of velocity and ABS (a proxy for SSC) at

specific times can inform the temporal variability of the ver-

tical structure during an inflow intrusion. The profiles of the

along-axis velocity (Fig. 6a) and ABS (Fig. 6b) at site RO are

shown every two hours (later profiles are shaded progres-

sively lighter) during the time period indicated by the

dashed lines in Fig. 5b,d. Similarly, profiles of along-axis

velocity and ABS at site SP (Fig. 6c,d, respectively) every two

hours are from the time period indicated by the vertical

dashed lines in Fig. 5e,g. At both sites, the currents induced

by the intrusion remain relatively constant in time between

15 m and 50 m depth. There is some variability in the veloc-

ity at site RO at later times due to an increase in the inflow,

which eventually causes the vertical scale of the intrusion to

widen and results in some unsteadiness. The shape of the

SSC profiles at site RO are also roughly constant over the

time period, although the maxima in the SSC profiles occur

deeper in the water column than those for the velocity. The

SSC at site SP also exhibits persistent elevated values of SSC

below the depth of the intrusion, although there is a second-

ary peak in the SSC that propagates downward over the 10 h

time period. Assuming that the behavior of this peak corre-

sponds only to the settling of sediment, then the settling

velocity needed for the secondary peak at site SP to descend

a depth of Dz 5 50 m over the 10 h time period is 1.4 3 1023

m s21. The rate of sediment settling below the inflow intru-

sion at site SP will be discussed further in the next section.

Additionally, the peak in SSC occurs above the sediment bed

throughout all of the observed intrusions at both sites RO

and SP, indicating that horizontal transport rather than local

resuspension is the dominant source of sediment at these

sites.

The near-bed ADV measurements at site RO respond to

the river inflow event via an increase in the along-axis veloc-

ity and SSC (Fig. 7b,c, respectively) and a negative (down-

ward) maximum in turbulent sediment flux (Fig. 7d). The

along-axis direction of the horizontal velocity was computed

using the same angle of rotation, h, determined from the

ADCP measurements in Fig. 5. The measured SSC is slightly

larger at the upper ADV location during the time periods of

elevated SSC (Fig. 7c), which is consistent with elevated val-

ues of SSC higher in the water column due to the intrusion,

as discussed above with reference to Figs. 5, 6. The response

at site SP is similar to that at site RO, although the maxima

in velocity, SSC and turbulent sediment flux (Fig. 7e,f,g,

respectively) are delayed and smaller in magnitude. The

near-bed measurement location at site SP is significantly

deeper than the intrusion depth and the observed along-axis

velocity is actually slightly negative. We believe the reversed

current near the bed was likely generated to balance the pos-

itive mass flux generated at the depth of the intrusion,

Fig. 6. Profiles of (a) along-axis velocity and (b) ABS from the ADCP at

site RO as a function of depth every two hours starting on 28 November
2012 at 03:00 (black) and ending at 13:00 (lightest gray) with the
lighter colors indicating later times. Similarly, profiles of (c) along-axis

velocity and (d) ABS at site SP are shown starting on 28 November
2012 at 07:00 (black) and ending at 17:00 (lightest gray). The time

periods containing the profiles are indicated by the vertical black dashed
lines in Fig. 5b,d for site RO and Fig. 5e,g for site SP.
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although we leave a discussion of the details of the currents

to a future manuscript in which we focus on 3D modeling of

the dynamics in the unsteady river plume. During the event,

the Reynolds stress peaks at approximately 2.5 3 1025 m2

s22 and 2 3 1026 m2 s22 at sites RO and SP, respectively,

which is much less than the critical Reynolds stress of 1 3

1024 m2 s22. The downward turbulent sediment flux arises

from the positive SSC gradient (@c=@z > 0) in the lower por-

tion of the water column during the intrusion. Turbulence

near the bed will act to vertically mix the SSC gradient, gen-

erating a net downward turbulent sediment flux. Therefore,

the negative peaks in turbulent sediment flux observed at

both sites are due to the nature of the inflow intrusion that

provides a source of sediment above the bed.

Discussion

Inflow as a primary source of SSC

The periods of elevated SSC throughout the water column

coincided with large river inflow events (Event II, in particu-

lar) indicating that inflows serve as the primary source of

SSC in the system. A time lagged correlation analysis was

used to compare the observed Toce River inflow rate to the

depth-averaged ABS data from the ADCP over the entire

deployment record. The peak value of the lagged correlation

coefficient, r, was 0.79 and 0.68, corresponding to a lag time

(ts) of one and nine hours, at site RO and SP, respectively. In

the analysis, r > 0.54 corresponds to a two-sided level of sig-

nificance of p 5 0.01 with df 5 20 (degrees of freedom). This

strong correlation at both sites indicates that the river inflow

controls the temporal variability of the observed SSC

throughout the water column. In contrast, the correlations

from a similar analysis between observed wind speed and

SSC were not statistically significant. Additionally, during

the entire deployment record, the observed Reynolds stress

only exceeded the critical Reynolds stress during Event I, fur-

ther indicating that the Toce River inflow is the primary

source of SSC to the system rather than wind-driven resus-

pension. Similarly, the observed SSC at site NP and the

inflow are not statistically correlated, consistent with our

previous assertion that the river plume does not reach the

northern site. This is due to rotational effects, which drive

the plume toward and along the southern boundary of the

bay.

Near-bed sediment resuspension and settling rates

The turbulent sediment flux measurements near the bed

were used to determine sediment deposition and erosion

rates during Events I and II. During the river inflow event

(Event II), the total sediment flux is due to both Stokes parti-

cle settling, ws�c, and downward turbulent sediment flux,

w0c0 , arising from the positive near-bed vertical SSC gradient.

Here the particle settling speed is estimated from the Stokes

settling velocity of a medium-sized silt particle. In the case

of enhanced settling due to other mechanisms (described

Fig. 7. River inflow and sediment transport and settling during event II.
(a) Toce River flow rate; (b) along-axis velocity at site RO; (c) SSC at site
RO; (d) sediment flux with the dashed line at zero at site RO; (e) along-

axis velocity at site SP; (f) SSC at site SP; (g) sediment flux with the
dashed line at zero at site SP. The velocity has been rotated clockwise
by an angle h from Northing and Easting components (determined from

the ADCP measurements) such that h 5 59� and h 5 40� for site RO and
SP, respectively. The light gray line indicates the upper ADV and the

dark gray line is the lower ADV at each site.
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later), the total rate of deposition will be enhanced. The total

downward sediment flux measured by the lower ADV at site

RO during Event II is shown in Fig. 8a. Integration of the

sediment flux in Fig. 8a in time yields a cumulative sediment

flux over the course of the three-day event. The cumulative

turbulent sediment flux at site RO is approximately 32 kg

m22 and the total sediment flux, including the gravitational

sediment flux term, is approximately 60 kg m22 over the

course of the inflow event.

The total sedimentation was estimated by dividing the

cumulative flux by the wet density to yield an approximate

thickness of the deposit (Fig. 8b), where the measured wet den-

sity of sediment was 1400 g L21 (D. Lin, unpubl. data). This cal-

culation yields an approximate total deposition of 4.2 mm

during the three-day river inflow event, with turbulent sedi-

ment flux accounting for approximately 55% of the total set-

tling during the event. Pallanza Bay typically receives

approximately 10 mm yr21 of sediment near the river mouth

(Marchetto et al. 2004). This suggests that the majority of the

deposition in Pallanza Bay is likely achieved with a few large

river inflow events over the year as opposed to continuous,

gradual deposition. This is consistent with observed SSC, which

was very small during the quiet periods between inflow events

at all moorings sites. Additionally, these integrated rates of dep-

osition during the observed inflows are consistent with net dep-

osition measurements from simultaneously deployed sediment

traps in Pallanza Bay (D. Lin, unpubl. data).

The upward turbulent sediment flux observed during

Event I can also be integrated to estimate the cumulative

erosion of sediment. The estimated erosion during the wind

event is approximately 1 kg m22 over the three-day event.

Dividing by the wet density, the thickness of the sediment

layer eroded (using the same method) at site RO during

Event I is approximately 0.7 mm. Therefore, although the

instantaneous sediment fluxes are comparable in magnitude

during the two events, the cumulative downward flux (or

deposition) during the inflow event is one order of magni-

tude larger than the cumulative upward flux (or erosion)

observed during the wind event. It should be noted that the

acoustic backscatter is sensitive to particle size and that we

might expect smaller particles to differentially be resus-

pended because they require a smaller shear stress for resus-

pension (Van Prooijen and Winterwerp 2010). Therefore the

actual sediment concentration estimates during the wind

event may actually be larger than those reported if there are

smaller particles in suspension during that period. Nonethe-

less, the cumulative sediment flux is small because the

observed resuspension is extremely short-lived lasting only a

couple of hours in comparison to the turbulent deposition

during the intrusion event, which persists for approximately

one day. Additionally, there may be deposition of particles

due to Stokes settling (and possible more complex mecha-

nisms) during the integration period that, when accounted

for, would lower the observed net erosion of sediment. In

this case, the reported net erosion is an estimate of the

upper bound for the total sediment erosion over the event.

Inflow intrusion speed

The observed maximum and average along-axis velocities

within the intrusion bounds during Event II are compared

with the estimated velocities from the buoyancy-driven

intrusion scaling, U � 0:2Nh at both site RO and SP in Fig. 9.

As mentioned previously, the vertical extent of the intrusion

is indicated by the dark gray lines Fig. 5. Using the tempera-

ture measurements interpolated at the upper and lower

bounds of the intrusion to obtain Dq gives an approximation

of the average buoyancy frequency across the intrusion, N.

The effect of SSC on the density has not been included in

this estimate because, in addition to its effect being smaller

than that of temperature (Dqtemp � 0:4 kg m23), exact values

SSC are not known in the intrusion. Nonetheless, the speed

of the intrusion based on the scaling is in the range of

U 5 0.02-0.12 m s21 during event II.

At site RO, the intrusion scaling compares well with the

observed average along-axis velocity within the intrusion

and generally does not exceed the observed maximum veloc-

ity (Fig. 9b). At site SP, the buoyancy-driven scaling slightly

overestimates the average velocity within the intrusion and

more closely follows the observed maximum (Fig. 9c). Most

notably, the intrusion-based scaling velocity is significantly

larger than the observations late in day 333 at site SP.

Fig. 8. Vertical sediment flux (a) and sedimentation (b) during river
inflow Event II at site RO measured by the lower ADV (upper ADV yields

similar results) due to both gravitational sediment settling (light gray)
and downward turbulent sediment flux (dark gray).
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During this time, the intrusion may be spreading out later-

ally, and this would lead to an overestimate of the intrusion

velocity when using the 2D approximation (U50:2Nh). In

general however, the approximate velocity scaling for a 2D

buoyancy-driven intrusion appears to compare well with

observed velocities during the event, implying that the

observed currents are indeed due to buoyancy-driven river

intrusions.

Horizontal sediment transport

The rate at which sediment is transported between sites

RO and SP can be quantified in a bulk sense using the results

of the aforementioned lagged correlation analysis between

the SSC averaged over a prescribed range of depths and the

observed inflow. The timing of sediment delivery to each of

the sites can be determined by examining the time lag corre-

sponding to the peak in the correlation coefficient, r. When

the SSC is averaged over the entire depth at each site, the

peak in the lagged correlation coefficient (r 5 0.79 and r 5

0.68 at site RO and SP, respectively) occurred at a lag time of

approximately one hour for site RO and a lag time of

approximately nine hours for site SP. The difference between

the two (eight hours) gives a depth-averaged horizontal

transport speed of sediment of 0.05 m s21 between sites RO

and SP.

To better quantify the horizontal transport speed of the

intrusion, we restrict the depth-averaging to ABS data

between 15 m and 50 m (nine and five ADCP bins for site

RO and SP, respectively), which corresponds to the approxi-

mate time-averaged vertical extent of the intrusion as dis-

cussed in relation to the dark gray lines in Fig. 5. The

correlation values based on restricting the depth-average to

the intrusion were r 5 0.82 and r 5 0.58 for sites RO and SP,

respectively, where r > 0.54 corresponds to p 5 0.01 with df

5 20. The corresponding peaks in the lagged correlation

coefficient gave one-hour and six-hour lags for sites RO and

SP, respectively. Because site RO is relatively shallow com-

pared to the depth of the intrusion, there is little difference

between the lagged correlation results based on the full

depth average and the average limited to the depth of the

intrusion, both of which are one hour at site RO. However,

the depth-averaged time lag over the entire depth at site SP

is larger (nine hour) than that which is restricted to the

intrusion (six hour). Below the lower extent of the intrusion

(50 m depth), sediment experiences weak horizontal trans-

port, and hence the time series of SSC in deeper water is due

mostly to sediment settling, thus giving a longer lag time

because sediment must be transported both horizontally

(short lag) and settle vertically (longer lag) to reach deeper

ADCP bins. For reference, the time lag corresponding to

layers below the intrusion is approximately 13 h. Therefore,

the resulting horizontal sediment transport velocity based

on the five-hour lag difference between sites RO and SP

based on averaging within the vertical extent of the intru-

sion is 0.08 m s21. This time-averaged sediment transport

rate over the intrusion depth is comparable to the observed

along-axis velocities in the intrusion and to the estimated

buoyancy-driven scaling at both sites during Event II, which

tend to fluctuate about a mean of 0.08 m s21 (Fig. 9b,c).

The variability of horizontal sediment transport during

the large inflow event between sites RO and SP can be inves-

tigated by analyzing the SSC time series just below the intru-

sion depth (approximately 50 m). During Event II, the

inflow increases to roughly 100 m3 s21 during day 332 (left

y-axis in Fig. 9a), which corresponds to approximately 0.06 g

L21 of SSC (right y-axis in Fig. 9a) at the river mouth based

on a sediment rating curve (Jones 2012) and lasting for

approximately one day. This flow rate increase corresponds

to a rapid and sustained increase in SSC at site RO as shown

by the ABS time series at 47 m depth (right y-axis in Fig. 9b).

At a later time, there is a small and narrow peak in SSC at

site SP indicated by the ABS time series at 46 m depth (right

y-axis in Fig. 9c). After the one-day period in which the

inflow is sustained at 100 m3 s21, the flow rate increases to a

Fig. 9. Time series of Toce River inflow along with the inflow SSC
based on a sediment rating curve (a). Time series of velocity (left y-axis)

from the intrusion scaling (U 5 0.2Nh), the maximum and average
observed along-axis velocity within the intrusion bounds at site RO (b)
and site SP (c). The ABS (right y-axis) is from the ADCP bin at 46 m

depth at site RO (b) and at 47 m depth at SP (c) showing pulses of SSC
due to time-varying flow during the event. The gray areas indicate peri-

ods of elevated SSC in which the ABS is within 40% of its peak during
that period, after subtracting off the minimum ABS over the record.
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peak of 300 m3 s21 toward the end of day 333 with an

approximate peak in inflow SSC of 0.15 g L21 (Fig. 9a). The

increased flow brings in more sediment to the river as indi-

cated by the larger ABS pulses at both sites RO and SP (Fig.

9b,c). The gray shaded areas indicate periods of elevated SSC

in which the ABS is within 40% of the peak value within

that period after subtracting the minimum ABS value over

the record.

The ABS at site RO (Fig. 9b) closely follows the trend in

the observed inflow and incoming SSC from the river mouth

(Fig. 9a). Additionally, increases in ABS correspond to ele-

vated intrusion velocities and the ABS decays rapidly at the

end of the event. In contrast, there is significantly more vari-

ability in the observations at site SP, as depicted in Fig. 9c.

The ABS signal at site SP during the second pulse (between

days 334 and 335) is more spread out in time and the signal

decays more slowly at its tail end compared to that at site

RO. This is likely due to horizontal dispersion of sediment

within the plume, which would generate both a broader

pulse and a longer tail.

In contrast to the second peak, the first peak in SSC at

site SP (Fig. 9c, day 333.5) is particularly narrow in width

compared with the inflow and SSC at site RO. One possible

explanation is that the path and the width of the intrusion

changes during the event in a way that causes it to bypass

the mooring at site SP for a large part of the event. For

instance, if the intrusion is confined laterally by the south-

ern boundary of the bay and by rotational forces, then the

width of the intrusion, b, is given approximately by

b � ðQN=f 2Þ1=35Oð0:1Þkm, where Q is approximated by the

river inflow rate and N is given by the average buoyancy fre-

quency across the intrusion, as discussed above. Therefore,

since site SP is 0.5 km from the southern boundary of the

bay, then it is possible that the intrusion is narrow enough

during weaker portions of the inflow events that it effec-

tively bypasses site SP, which may explain the narrow first

pulse in SSC. The second pulse in Fig. 9c is not as susceptible

to this effect owing to a larger flow rate, which reduces the

relative effect of Coriolis and leads to a larger plume width,

that is, less likely to bypass site SP. It is also possible that

while the inflow velocity is smaller, more sediment may set-

tle out of the intrusion before reaching site SP because the

sediment effectively has more time to settle before the intru-

sion is able to reach site SP, although this would not explain

the narrowness of the first pulse. Further 3D numerical mod-

eling is needed to investigate the influence of rotation,

three-dimensionality, and sediment settling on the inflow

intrusion dynamics and we leave this to a future study.

Effective sediment settling throughout the water column

The above analysis and observations imply that between

approximately 15 m and 50 m depth, the inflow intrusion

and the resulting horizontal transport of SSC dominate the

observed sediment dynamics at both sites RO and SP. How-

ever, the strength of the intrusion decays owing to dissipa-

tion as it flows into the bay and as the river inflow weakens.

As a result, sediment, that is, transported horizontally to a

particular location by the intrusion eventually begins to set-

tle, particularly as the strength of the turbulence from the

intrusion that acts to suspend sediments weakens. Therefore,

on settling out of the intrusion, horizontal gradients and

vertical turbulent transport become insignificant, and the

resulting SSC is described by Eq. 2 in the absence of vertical

turbulent transport, viz.

@c

@t
5ws

@c

@z
(5)

where ws is Oð102421026Þm s21 for the silts and clays typi-

cally observed in Pallanza Bay. Because sediment delivery

based on horizontal transport is so fast relative to that result-

ing from settling, the two processes are effectively

decoupled. That is, a particle trajectory in the bay can be

assumed to first follow that due to horizontal transport in

the absence of settling, followed by vertical transport due to

settling in the absence of horizontal transport.

The decoupling between the horizontal transport and ver-

tical settling of sediment is not apparent at site RO because

it is shallow relative to the depth of the intrusion. However,

the SSC below the intrusion at site SP (Fig. 10) clearly shows

pulses of sediment settling over time. These pulses follow

depth-time trajectories (indicated by the representative

dashed lines in Fig. 10) that have constant slopes, indicative

of constant downward settling rates and negligible horizon-

tal transport. Such behavior was also observed at site SP dur-

ing the other two inflow intrusion events (15 October and

11 November) that occurred during the deployment (not

shown). The depth-time characteristics in Fig. 10 provide

qualitative evidence that sediment plumes propagate down-

ward with constant settling rates at site SP. The rate of sedi-

ment settling is therefore in the range of 1-7 3 1023 m s21

Fig. 10. ABS measured by the ADCP at site SP during Event II with
time-space trajectories associated with different sediment settling rates
indicated by the dashed lines. The slopes of the trajectories are given by

the rate of sediment settling in the range 1.3-7.0 3 1023 m s21 (black
dashed lines) and the expected Stokes setting velocity of ws 5 2 3 1024

m s21 for a 0.016 mm diameter particle is shown for reference (white
dashed line).
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based on the slopes of the dashed lines in Fig. 10 during

Event II, which is consistent with the approximate settling

rate from the ABS profiles in Fig. 6 discussed previously. To

obtain a Stokes settling velocity of the same magnitude as

the observed characteristic slopes, the particle size would

need to be approximately 0.062 mm (very fine sand). This is,

however, inconsistent with the presence of only silts and

clays near site SP with ws of Oð102421026Þm s21. The white

dashed line in Fig. 10 indicates the larger expected Stokes

settling velocity of 2 3 1024 m s21 (corresponding to a

medium silt particle with diameter 0.016 mm), which is one

order of magnitude smaller than the observed rates. This dis-

crepancy suggests that other mechanisms are enhancing the

rate at which sediment propagates through the water col-

umn below the intrusion and we will therefore define weff as

the effective vertical sediment settling velocity observed.

A more quantitative estimate of the effective settling

velocity can be obtained by analyzing the depth-dependent

lagged correlation between SSC in the water column and the

river flow rate. First, the lagged correlation between the SSC

time series observed by an ADCP at a given depth below the

intrusion, zs, and the river flow rate time series was com-

puted. Then the time at which the peak correlation occurs

was defined as ts, such that the effective sediment settling

can be computed as weff5 zs/ts. The depth-dependent time

lags (ts) are shown in Fig. 11a,b for sites RO and SP, respec-

tively. Only values with r>0.42, corresponding to p 5 0.05

(df 5 20), were used in the analysis. The SSC observed above

the intrusion was poorly correlated with the inflow and

therefore is not shown. At site RO, a time lag of one hour

was observed throughout most of the depth indicating that

the sediment is delivered at roughly the same time through-

out the depth, and the time lag is consistent with the depth-

averaged lag results discussed above. The two uppermost

data points in Fig. 11a with a longer lag time are above the

intrusion depth during some portions of the record, reflect-

ing more complicated dynamics than simple advection that

dominates the lower layers. At site SP (Fig. 11b) however,

there is a clear linear dependence with depth and the slope

of the linear fit to the lag times provides an estimate of the

effective settling velocity of sediment averaged throughout

the water column and over the entire deployment period.

From this analysis, the effective settling rate at site SP is 1:8

31023 m s21, with R2 5 0.90 for the linear fit. In agreement

with the large settling rates evident by the depth-time trajec-

tories in Fig. 10, the time- and depth-averaged settling veloc-

ity is also one order of magnitude larger than the expected

settling velocity for sediments typically found at site SP.

The large value of the effective settling velocity implies

that other mechanisms, in addition to Stokes settling veloc-

ity of single particles, appear to be involved in the down-

ward transport of sediment. Based on the linear depth-time

trajectories in Fig. 10 and the linear dependence of the lag

time with depth in Fig. 11, the effects that increase the effec-

tive settling velocity appear to be constant with depth,

although different plumes appear to settle at different rates

depending on when they arrive in time, as shown in Fig. 10.

Although turbulent sediment flux may act to increase the

apparent vertical transport of sediment, particularly if its

effect were calculated by assuming a steady balance in Eq. 2

(wturbeff
5w’c’=c), one would expect strong vertical variability

in the effective settling velocity calculated in this way given

that turbulent effects are small outside of the intrusion or

away from boundaries. Furthermore, although turbulence

would act to vertically mix or smooth a vertical distribution

of sediment over time, one would not expect turbulence to

alter the rate at which the mean location of a plume

descends through the water column.

Potential mechanisms that may act to increase sediment

settling include vertical advection, particle flocculation, and

convective or double diffusive type instabilities. Vertical

advection could act to produce downward transport at the

observed effective settling rate. An estimate of the currents

flowing down the slope in Pallanza Bay can be made with

the product of the bottom slope (0.01) and the speed of the

intrusion (0.10 m s21) to give a vertical transport speed of 1

3 1023 m s21. However, this would only be effective follow-

ing a particle trajectory down the slope and not necessarily

following a particle as it moves downward at a fixed

Fig. 11. Depth dependence of the lag time corresponding to the peak
in the lagged correlation coefficient, r(s), between the river flow rate

and the ABS from the ADCP at site RO (a) and site SP (b). Circles indi-
cate data from each ADCP bin where the color denotes the peak value
of r, while the dashed line represents the linear fit to the ADCP data.

The regression gives a slope of m 5 1:831023m s21.
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horizontal location, as indicated by the trajectories in Fig.

10. Time-variable river flow rates would also produce time-

variable vertical transport rates. A more likely cause of the

increased vertical settling rate is particle aggregation or floc-

culation of fine sediments. Although this effect is typically

neglected in freshwater systems due to the absence of the

electrostatic effects of salinity, flocculation has more recently

been shown to alter the particle settling velocity in fresh-

water systems (Droppo et al. 1997; Guo and He 2011). In the

absence of salinity, flocculation is a function of organic con-

tent, biochemical properties, concentration, and turbulence.

Flocculation can enhance the particle settling velocity by

orders of magnitude depending on floc size and effective

density. Guo and He found that the settling velocity in

freshwater portions of the Yangtze River varied between 0.7

and 2 3 1023 m s21, which is within the range of the set-

tling velocities we observe in Pallanza Bay and is one order

of magnitude larger than the expected Stokes settling veloc-

ity. Additionally, in the case of large SSC in the intrusion,

convective or double-diffusive instabilities can generate rapid

settling of particles in the water column (Maxworthy 1999;

Parsons et al. 2001; Burns and Meiburg 2012). The effect of

sediment density and decaying turbulence within the intru-

sion can potentially generate fingering or leaking of sedi-

ment downward at rates up to 20 times the Stokes settling

velocity (Burns and Meiburg 2012), which is consistent with

the order of magnitude discrepancy observed in Pallanza

Bay. Despite the likelihood of these complex processes

impacting the observed settling, no in situ grain size meas-

urements or sediment samples were taken nor were turbu-

lence measurements made within the intrusion, and thus

the effect of the processes could not be verified.

Sediment dynamics in Pallanza Bay

The objective of this study was to determine the domi-

nant mechanisms controlling suspended sediment transport

in a large alpine lake. Observations over a three-month

period show that river inflow intrusions and deposition

dominate the suspended sediment dynamics in the system

and only small amounts of sediment resuspension were

observed. The study provides unique observations of sedi-

ment delivery both horizontally between a site near the river

outflow and a site deeper in the bay and vertically from the

inflow intrusion to the sediment bed. The rate of sediment

delivery between the two sites is consistent with velocity

scaling for a 2D inflow intrusion driven by the density differ-

ence between the cold river waters and the warmer lake. The

near-bed turbulent sediment flux term was shown to signifi-

cantly impact the rates of deposition during inflow intru-

sions. Furthermore, the rate of sediment settling through the

water column from an inflow intrusion was shown to be one

order of magnitude larger than the expected Stokes settling

velocity. Therefore, other mechanisms such as particle floc-

culation or convective instabilities may drive elevated set-

tling velocities although these effects could not be

quantified. The river inflow is the most significant mecha-

nism governing sediment transport in a large alpine lake and

the dynamics of the inflow and the intrusion in the lake are

likely to vary seasonally with changing stratification.
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